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Reston Runners History Book
Recollections of The Early Years
Brian Forst
Long ago, and in a place -- well, in a place called Reston -- there were but a handful of
long-distance runners. A few of them are still running, and many have become ardent
walkers. The rest have been replaced by several hundreds of others who run for the rich
variety of benefits the activity provides.
How did it all begin? No one has all the pertinent details, but I can chronicle a few events
of the early 1970s, when the running craze in Reston and most everywhere else was in its
infancy, back when "the long-distance runner" was preceded by "the loneliness of."
Unlonely, organized running in Reston started with the annual Reston Turkey Derby
sponsored by the DC Road Runners Club. Rod Steele directed the 1971 race, an affair in
which more than 30 people ran a 10-miler around Lake Anne and nearly 50 ran a 2-mile
Run For Your Life event. The winner of the 10 Miler won a turkey, a stripped-down pink
model without
stuffing, cranberries,
or power equipment.
While a dozen or so
Restonians ran in the
short event, no more
than two or three ran
the 10-miler. Running
had come to Reston,
but Reston hadn't yet
come to running.
A few words about
Rod Steele, “Mr.
Reston Runner” in
those days. Rod
started running either
This photo appeared in the Reston Times in early January, 1980. Ed Hass copied it,
because his old
cropped it, added the annotations and obtained permission from the Reston Times to
post it on the Reston Runner web site. This is an altered archive photo and used with
burgundy Mercedes
the permission of The Reston Times.
was in the shop so
often or because his
wife was at the farthest radical frontier of Reston's feminist movement, or maybe both.
(Perhaps his running drove her to militancy, I'm not sure.)
In any event, Rod was thrilled whenever a neighbor showed an interest in running,
especially in a DCRRC event -- in part, I suspect, because that meant he could share
supervising and logistical responsibilities with others.
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Rod's power of persuasion induced me to supervise the first Hunters Woods 20 miler in
February 1972, a race that featured Dick Jamborsky going twice as far as he had ever run
before (and in a time that, if I reported it, Dick would issue a warrant for my arrest and
find me guilty of character defamation in the first degree, with no possibility ever of time
off for good behavior).
Laying out the Hunters Woods course with Rod, with some 20-odd alternative loops and
segments mapped out in detail, each measured carefully by a bicycle calibrated by the
U.S. Bureau of Standards, and pieced together to come out precisely to 5.00 miles, was a
half-day experience I'll not easily forget.
Those organized running events left a mark on me and on others. They were fun; they
were healthy (although perhaps less so than I was inclined to believe at the time);
camaraderie prevailed.
Recognizing the need for a mini-DCRRC in Reston, Dick Jamborsky and I assembled a
running clinic at my house in October 1972, with the American University track and
cross-country coach as featured speaker. Our announcement in the Reston Times
specifically encouraged two grossly under-represented groups -- women and children -to attend. A few actually came.
All in attendance were invited to run the five-mile Hunters Woods loop, or any part
thereof, every Saturday morning. A corps of regulars and semi-regulars emerged at that
weekly Run-for-Fun event: Dick, Rod, Joe, and I, as well as Art Duhaime, Judy
Greenhalgh, Chuck Paul, Alan Brownsword, and a few others.
Despite our good intentions, however, kids rarely showed up at the Saturday event. "Run
for fun" was as oxymoronic to most of them as "good morning, children." It became all
too clear that if we were going to pull the kids away from the telly, we had to create a
program especially for them. So in the fall of 1974, Joe, Dick, and I organized a sort of
alternative little league for running - alternative especially in that the program would
offer no support to overly pushy parents or to kids inclined to crushing opponents. We
thought we were laying the foundation for a kinder and gentler community.
That first season featured eight consecutive Saturday morning events at the Herndon
Intermediate School track, with early evening workouts every Tuesday and Thursday at
Lake Anne for the North Reston kids and at the US Geological Survey parking lot for the
South Reston gang.
Joe Fleig presided over the North and I, the South, with lots of support from Chuck Paul,
Reg Heitchue, Tom Conrad, Tony Gallardo, Mike Tourin, Don Boyle, and other helpful
parents.
This program worked, and it did so for several reasons. First, all the kids were
acknowledged for their participation and their improvement, which all but a couple of
early dropouts experienced. They received T-shirts, jellybeans for running with smiles on
their faces, and special awards at the end of each season (it turned out that everyone was
special).
They selected team names like "Cheetahs" and "Purple Pacers". Their names and
pictures appeared frequently in the Reston Times. Their parents kept them supplied with
running shoes – a novelty in those days.
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Most important, the kids had fun and an experience of accomplishment. Several went on
to compete successfully in high school and college (Stuart Close, Barry Brown, Karen
Tourin, and Andrew Horrocks, to name a few), even though that wasn't the primary
purpose of the program. Many are still running; one or two may even be current members
of the Reston Runners Club and parents of kids they'd like to see enjoying the benefits of
running.
Those of us who started running together in the early 70s can be forgiven the conceit of
feeling that we started something worthwhile. It would have started eventually anyway.
But it was very special to have been involved in making the sport more accessible to
neighbors--especially kids, women, and non-athletes, who were conspicuously absent
from running in those days. We watched them improve and occasionally excel, and we
contributed in a small but noticeable way to the enrichment of the community.
~~~~~
Bill Norton
The first race the club ever had was 10-K on a Sunday. It was called the Reston Runners
Times Ten and was sponsored by the Reston Times. One year it was co-sponsored by
Instant Replay, a sporting goods shop in Hunters Woods (The shop went out of business
shortly after we gave out gift certificates as awards.)
In preparation for that first race, one Saturday I went out with Joe Fleig, Paul Graff, and
one or two others to trim encroaching branches from the pathways along the course. We
each had a pair of pruning shears and found that if we properly leap-frogged one another,
we could prune at eight minutes per mile...well eight and a half, or at least nine minutes a
mile.
One year for that race, someone from the golf course tried to prevent us from using the
path that cuts across the golf course. He had made no protest ahead of time, knowing that
we had a right to use the path, but race day morning he changed the course markings. If
Paul Graf had not spotted the sabotage, the runners would have missed the turn off
Soapstone on the path system and continued on to Sunrise Valley, where the false

Valentine’s Day Run - 1984
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markings ended.
Another memory is of one of the first years that my son Sean was director of the
Thanksgiving Day race in the park. On the day before the race, he cut school to do some
of the course marking. He cycled over to the park with 50 pounds of flour (unbleached
whole wheat of course) and spent a few hours on the course. The following day it was
hard to see the flour under several inches of snow, and Sean had to run with the lead pack
at first to get them started on the right course while Pat and I tramped over the final
portion to mark it for the runners. I remember that one of the Fleig girls skied to the race,
ran, and then skied home.
Then there was the year that Sean had the run go over the mountain bike course in the
park--up and down, up and down.
Sean, Pat and I still hold one course record: 70 pounds of flour to mark the course. We
were a bit compulsive about keeping people on track. The first year we marked the course
with lime. A 70-pound bag of lime is smaller than a 50-pound bag of flour, and the lime
does not do as good a job. I think that after carrying that lime over the course my arms
were stretched to the point where I could tie my laces without bending over.
~~~~~
Bob Lambert
Way back in the seventies some time when sideburns were long, pants bell bottomed, and
polyester was in, there seemed to be a movement around the idea of going outside and
actually running to stay fit, lose weight, maybe quit smoking or whatever. And this
activity might actually be good for you!
An ad in the local paper said that if you were interested in running, you should go to
Hunters Woods shopping center to learn more. The concept was not that intimidating, but
I soon learned that the running program was for kids not adults. So what the heck, I
signed up my two kids and thought maybe I could run with them.
Was this YMCA Indian Guides and Scouting all wrapped up into one? The DC Road
Runners Club sponsored this program, which was pretty
scary for a guy who never ran before and thought the only
real sports were football and basketball while tennis and
track were for the country club rich kids in the Chicago
where he grew up. But, after all, this was Reston, and we
were here to try new things!

Bob Lambert and Billy and
Meg

So the kids and I started going to the meetings on Saturday
mornings where we ran around some neat places just for
fun: Lake Anne, the Herndon Intermediate track, Hunters
woods glade trail, and USGS Parking Lot. This was okay! I
even volunteered to do some coaching during the week for
the kids who might want more and to practice for the
Saturday run. How fun was that!!

While all this kids fun was going on, there was a rumor that some of the adults, DC Road
Runners from our group, actually got together on Sundays to train for marathons, and
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might even form a Reston club, the Reston Road Runners, dropping the word “road,” of
course, since Reston is filled with walking and running paths. Having no idea what that
was all about, I did show up a few times just to check it out, and maybe even join up.
One day after a way longish Sunday morning training run, I returned home to be greeted
by my wife with the question, "Are you becoming a jock now?" Of course during the
‘60s she had seen some transformations: peacenik, hippie, union agitator, civil rights
activist, lobbyist, whatever? Just another persona for him to assume.
To me, it was all fun, but of course you did not want to do anything so stupid as run a
marathon. Besides, I had no idea how long a marathon was? l6 miles? 26 miles? 50
miles? It was all too far for a sane person, and I never liked the idea of being pressured
into something not fun, even painful.
Somewhere along in there, the parents of kids in the running program were asking, “what
about the children?” What did I know? Adults are people too!! Can't we all run together
in peace and harmony?
One Sunday morning stands out: there were 10 or 15 of us running down Stuart Mill
Road from Birdfoot Lane off Fox Mill and back--not even Reston--how crazy was that!
There was a fellow in the middle, I think he had something to do with the courts, a judge
maybe. He explained that although he was a fast runner, he did not want to be guilty of
contributory negligence by running in the front--my kind of guy!
After running down and back, then reaching the top of Birdfoot Lane, another fellow
turned to our leaders, and asked. "Who was the masochistic SOB who laid out this
course?" Some really big guys, intimidators for sure, and scary, (I think they were the
club officers!) said, "We did!" End of discussion. Not your normal stereotypically
wimpy running club for us.
I guess I was beginning to feel like I belonged to something that somehow male-bonded
us together, even though there were women running. It still seemed like a men's club.
Another Sunday morning, I remember running with the group again and talking with a
fellow who worked for the government, IRS maybe? He seemed really pleasant and told
really good jokes.
Actually the jokes became a way to pass time on the really long Sunday morning runs. It
never got so bad that we recognized them by their numbers, but we did develop a system,
that if you had heard the joke before, but did not mind it being told again, you raised one
hand. If you heard it so many times before that you did not want to hear it again, you
raised both hands. I do not know what we did if you could not stand to hear it again; stop
to pee? It must have been weird for motorists to see these runners going down the street
with their hands up in the air?
Anyway, as I was running with this fellow and listening to his shaggy dog story, he
started to step up the pace somewhat. Not wanting to miss the punch line and trying to
keep up, I found myself tiring. Of course, I was now thinking myself a runner, I had quit
smoking hadn't I, and so I kept up the pace. After a mile and a half mile or so of this
pace, right near Lake Anne, I felt a cold sweat, and then I noticed there was no sweat, and
finally the chills.
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This was a hot Sunday morning in August! It was a case of: slow down and walk or pass
out from the heat and maybe never hear another punch line. Fortunately a club officer,
the big guy again, noticed my dilemma and talked me down and walked with me. I guess
I was a runner, but not a real one yet! I needed to stay away from the real athletes in the
club if I wanted to survive!
~~~~~
Steve Clapp
I might never have moved to Reston if it hadn’t been for Rod Steele and Joe Fleig.
In 1974 I was living and working in D.C. That year I joined the D.C. Road Runners Club
and began competing in their weekly races.
During a chance encounter on the Rock Creek bikepath, Rod introduced himself as
DCRRC president and encouraged me to try a marathon. I quickly entered the Maryland
Marathon in Baltimore and followed Rod’s simple but spartan training regimen: 50 miles
a week for two months.
On Thanksgiving weekend, I finished the Baltimore marathon in
3:13 and was looking forward to thanking Rod for his advice.
Tragically, he died in a plane crash the very next day while returning
from a holiday visit to his parents in Ohio.
Having qualified for Boston under the 3:30 standard in place at the
time, I looked for a way to train during the winter months. A fellow
marathoner I had met in Baltimore invited me to join a handful of
runners who gathered at the old downtown YMCA for lunch hour
runs around Washington. One of them was Joe Fleig.
When my family decided to move out of D.C. two years later, Joe
recommended Reston and introduced us to the real estate agent who
found us our house. Not long after that my daughter Emilia signed
up for a program Joe had started called Reston Runners. She went on
to run track and cross country at Herndon High School and cocaptained the girls cross country team in her senior year.

Steve Clapp at
the Baltimore
Marathon,
1974

I marvel at the role that coincidence (some would say providence) plays in our lives.
~~~~~
Karen Lovelace

Vintage Running
I began running back in 1977, when it was a brand new “rave” sport. The only running
club I could find to join at the time was the “Potomac Valley Seniors.” It mortified me to
think that someone might believe “I” was a senior at only 37 yrs. old, so I just neglected
to say the last word. We began calling ourselves “joggers”, later “runners” and finally
“racers” to distinguish ourselves from the new beginners.
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A friend and I heard about an established running club all the way out in Reston that was
known for their friendliness, parties and, oh yeah, helpful training tips too. We met every
weekend for a run, and then afterwards ate breakfast together at Lake Anne’s Sunrise
Pharmacy. Sometimes we went to the home of some
lady named “Lea”. My friend and I decided to learn the
name of just one person every time we ran in order to
make new friends. It was a fad then, starting on New
Year’s Day, to run every single day without missing, no
matter how short the run. We kept count of how many
days we ran consecutively and then bragged about it
with all our new friends.
As ladies, we didn’t have special women’s clothing to
wear so we bought men’s shorts and gray cotton sweats.
I wore canvas Keds shoes or men’s small running shoes
that were always too wide and sloppy. Later I switched
to a tennis warm-up suit and girl’s teen shorts. We wore
large cotton old-lady bras with extra firm support.
There was obviously a drastic need for shoes and
Karen Lovelace and Keith - 1979
clothes to fit a women’s figure! That’s when Moving
Comfort and Jog Bra were born. They actually made clothes to FIT us! It was also very
important to color coordinate your shirt and head sweatband.
Moss Brown was THE first real running store to open --- all the way into Georgetown.
The store offered a running catalog and mail order feature! He introduced the first
polypropylene wind and rain suit to keep us warm (which several of us kept as
memorabilia). Moss also sold a watch that had an audible running cadence and a
stopwatch feature that you could turn off when you were waiting for traffic to pass. Wow,
what a concept!
All anyone really needed in order to be a runner were shoes! They were of particular
importance because we had to buy them every year for about $55.00! We extended the
life of our shoes by applying some Shoe-Goo or tub caulking to the bottom trying to level
the running sole out once again and back to it’s original shape!
Every race was a PR because we continued to improve the longer we ran. Prizes in the
early days were valuable, like new running shoes, warm-up suits, running bags, gift
certificates, plaques, trophies, and medals. Women were only about 10-15% of the race
entries. Some classy races even gave out cloth bib-numbers! You could always tell who
the experienced runners were because we never wore that day’s race shirt until after we
had earned it while the “newbies” always wore their new shirt during the race.
One particular race I remember with the Reston Runners was on Memorial Day. We all
ran with the Redskins general manager, Bobby Beathard. I thought this must be a pretty
great running club, since he could run with anyone he wanted to and he chose the Reston
Runners Club. Another 10K race in D.C. was the Redskins Run, where we ran side by
side with a good number of the Skins. I found out later the race director had been one of
our own, Chuck Havill. The course led around the Capitol and finished “inside” RFK
Football Stadium. We were cheered home by the Redskinettes, doing their pompom
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thing. Dexter Manley asked me if I ran the whole 6.2 miles! He was very impressed
because he said he could only run about a mile and then had to drop out. Of course his
huge muscular thighs were as big as my waist! It was a real kick to hobnob with the
famous Skins and carbo-load on stadium hotdogs, peanuts and beer.
Running was fast and furious in those days! Sprint out fast and get ahead of all those
slackers or even move up on the grass to pass and get ahead! If you didn’t feel like
throwing up during the race, you just weren’t running fast enough! Steady pacing and
strategy were yet to be discovered! You could find races advertised only in the weekend
section of the newspaper and you chose your race by the anticipated graphics on the tshirt. Big post-race breakfasts were also a big draw. Fritzbe’s Restaurant’s first race
offered all finishers anything they wanted on the menu FREE, so we ate them out of
house and home. They had to close their restaurant
down for the day because they had NO MORE
FOOD to serve. Another year they forgot to order
porta-johns1 and the restrooms inside Fritzbe’s
couldn’t handle us all.
On Mother’s Day, Bonnie Bell Cosmetics created a
“Ladies Only” race, the first of it’s kind. Guys used
to flock down to the sidelines just to ogle at all
those FIT women in shorts! They loved it when it
rained so they could have a wet t-shirt show.
Daddies were now standing on the sideline holding
the babies while the toddlers’ lollipops were stuck
to Daddy’s legs and all searching the crowd for
“Mommy.” This new “Women’s Liberation” thing!
What was the world coming to, anyway?

Karen Lovelace (center) with two
other Bonnie Bell Hopefuls, 1979.

After the Bonnie Bell Race everyone stayed around to see who won because there were
no pre-established fast runners. Jess Bell requested “any woman in the race who was over
50 to please come up on stage.” Lo and behold, four ladies emerged amid thunderous
applause. It was just unbelievable that someone could possibly be running when you were
that old! The following year there were ten women over 50! What a goal for me! I just
couldn’t wait to get older!
The finish line scoring was a very technical
system. This consisted of John Davenport driving
up to the proposed finish line and unloading
supplies from his car trunk. Three-foot poles had
been stuck into coffee cans previously filled with
cement. Yellow police barrier-tape was then tied
to the poles to form two lines creating a 10-foot
“cool-down chute” (whatever that meant!) I
volunteered to help by clicking a hand timer as
runners crossed the finish line. These times were
1

A finish chute illustrating the use of the
“primitive” hardward: pipe buried in a
bucket of concrete (photo supplied by
Karen Lovelace)

Actually, it was the Reston Runners organizers of that race who forgot to order the porta-johns;
Fritzbe’s is off the hook.
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later matched up with your finish numbers. If several runners finished together pushing
each other out of the way, it was just impossible to tell who got there first. While in the
cool-down shoot some also pushed ahead of you in order to be scored one or two
finishers ahead. OH WELL, close was good enough!
Post race carbo-load consisted of BEER (and all you could drink) provided by various
distributors’ trucks with taps on the side, plus sugar cookies and bananas for electrolyte
replacement. I remember weaving home from races many a time after we had danced in
the street. When you returned home to the family you felt smugly noble, since the rest of
the family was, just now, getting up. We also earned justifiable bragging rights at the
office!!
~~~~~
Marj Lane
All this nostalgia talk amongst us Elders brought memories of my Early Running Days,
back in the '70s. Being newly 40, (that was a long time ago..) I determined that
immortality required regular exercise, and I would stay forever young if I signed on.
Being a sometimes hiker, and living on the golf course, I figured that I would get extra
points if ran in my hiking boots. Every morning the routine
was down to Wiehle and back, a half mile each way.
Time passed, and I noticed that a slim, attractive woman
(later identified as a serious early female competitor Judy
Greenhalgh was running around Links Drive in shoes
lighter than hiking boots. I thought I'd give it a try, and see
if would improve my time. My grassy mile did go easier,
but my feet got soaked in my sneakers. It occurred to me
that the road might be a drier course. I also discovered
Asics, and thus began my running career. It was a slippery
slope from around Links Drive (one mile) , to around the
Hook Road loop (3 miles) to the Lake Anne 100p,(4 miles)
to discovering Reston Runners in about 1980, the Saturday
5 mile run, and Breakfast.
Lea and Marj - 1983
I learned the hard way after "sprinting" from the start of my
first race, (the” Town and Country Bank" 5K from the
International Center, in about 1979,) why we say "Don't go out too fast"...Thus, even at
my slow pace there continued to be much to learn!

The ten-mile Sunday run followed with a little encouragement, and by then it was 1984.
On a hot July Sunday, headed out the bike trail to Crestview with Lea, Jerry Robinson,
Sharon Canner, Jerry Stryker and a few other back-of-the-pack types, I got talked into
doing the whole 14. Having thus already surrendered my better judgment, I was easily
persuaded to join the group in training for the 1984 Marine Corps.
Ten-milers became an annual challenge: Cherry Blossom, Annapolis, and Lynchburg. I
remember Ed Hass's tongue-in-cheek counsel (he knowing well my position in the pack)
that I'd make better time if I kept on the inside of the turns. Then, inspired by the
tolerance and good humor of my colleagues and lacking good sense and proper humility,
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I moved on to sample a few Triathlons.
So the moral of this tale: To you young folk and newbie’s of all ages, who are just
discovering what a "high" this whole running culture can be Beware at some point you
may not be able to stop
~~~~~
Charlotte Graves
My family moved to Reston in 1977 and within a few months of arriving, my children
and I began running with the Reston Runners. The group helped our family develop a
love of running and staying fit.
I became serious about my running and training and began racing in local races. I
thoroughly enjoyed the camaraderie and friendships that developed within the Reston
Runners. After running by myself all week, I looked forward to Saturday and Sunday
mornings, when I would get to meet and run with interesting and fun-loving people.
Our children participated in the children’s program from the beginning and all three went
on to be excellent runners.
The club and my love of running enabled me to be a good “fitness role model” for my
family. I’m proud to say that now our children are fitness examples for their own
children.
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Recollections of the Children’s Program
Tom Conrad
Joe Fleig started the Reston Runners youth program in
the fall of 1974. My two older children, Bart and
JoLynn, started the running program during its first
year. They loved it. When Pat reached the age of six,
he could not let his siblings outdo him, so he joined in
the program as well.
Most of the children lost interest in the youth running
program, but mine continued running with the informal
Reston Runners adult program. Their love of running
continued through high school, where all three of them
ran cross country and were on the track team, as was
Joe Fleig’s oldest son.
My two sons still run, including half-dozen marathons
and an Ironman Triathlon by Bart and the Reston
Triathlon annually by both of them. Conrad family
members, including JoLynn, have done the Triathlons
more than any other family. That can be attributed in
large part to the Reston Runners youth program.

Karl,Tom, & Bart 1

Karl Ingebritsen, Tom & Bart
Conrad, and another youth
running on the trails between
Lawyers Road and Glade Drive
(1975)

~~~~~
Jennifer Graves Sokal
I was only five when I started running with the Reston Runners. Perhaps because I was so
young, I only remember the more startling images – watching the old guys blow their
noses without Kleenex, seeing blood from a chaffed nipple, and looking at strange
looking bodies crammed into spandex.
I mostly tried to keep up and not get lost. As I developed my own athletic interests, I
eventually stopped participating. However, the Reston Runners made a lasting impression
on me that running and exercise can be fun and rewarding at any age.
~~~~~
Kathy Graves Saunt
I started running with my Mom when I was in the third grade. She began taking my
brother, sister, and me to the Children’s Running Program in Reston. I was so proud of
all the running related patches she would sew on my sweat jacket!
The club was a great start to my love of running and I learned early on that runners are
such a diversified group. I got to run with the old and young runners, fat and skinny
runners, funny and boring runners, and fast and slow runners. By the time I reached high
school, I enjoyed trying to keep up with the fast group of male runners, including Al
Rider, on 10-mile runs. The group had a lot of fun telling jokes and enjoying each other’s
company. I don’t think that I said much at all. I just took that all in.
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~~~~~
Phil Young
Future Reston Runner Phil Young sets the school record in the 600 yard run in sixth
grade at Lake Anne Elementary School in 1974. Phil Young nips Tom Voeller at the
finish to win the 1987 Turkey Day race at Lake Fairfax. Phil Young and his beloved
greyhound "Trevor" win the Pennsylvania Avenue Mile in 1996 and 1997 with a finish
time of 4:51.
~~~~~
Meg Lambert Seling
I remember...
•

running around the USGS parking lot on Tuesday and Thursday evenings,
uncomfortable, cold, and sometimes rainy but, hey, if we didn't bitch too much
we got to go to McDonald's afterwards

•

having my prepubescent butt dragged out of bed to go to some run on Saturday
morning, where our times were logged in to show a gesture of seriousness

•

being assigned to one of three competing teams in order to show that now this
club was really serious

•

having the miles after the run logged to contribute to the overall group score

•

being promised I could keep all of those multiplying gerbils if I didn't quit

•

getting blue ribbons for completing a Saturday morning run

•

suspecting that my brother and I were on the same team so as to promote familial
harmony

•

going to the end-of-the-season party where everyone was given a bronze, silver or
gold trophy according to their team's score

•

slowly collecting all of those trophies and ribbons over the seasons in a special
place in my room

•

moving on to a glamorous career in step aerobics after being struck with the
thought while running in college that maybe it would be more comfortable
working out indoors
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Recollections of The Airport Run
Joe Fleig
My recollection is that the Airport Run began as an "unofficial" part of the Reston
Runners program. I think that Joe Stowers and perhaps others started it on an impromptu
basis. I don't think I ever made it part of the formal schedule during my tenure, since I
felt that it was too far to go so close to the marathon. (I still think so, but so what?)
~~~~~
Joe Stowers
National Airport is definitely too far to go for Joe! The first National Airport run
occurred when Marcia dropped me off at the North Terminal about two weeks before the
1981 Marine Marathon. I ran home (23 or 24 miles) alone in a light rain, with a cotton
zipper-front jacket that got to weigh about ten pounds. A bike trail map that I borrowed
from our son, John, aided me. John had done his first (and only) marathon in 1980 and
got me into it when I ran about 13 miles with him and Jack Schmid.
The first year the route through Arlington was very
circuitous, because the W&OD Trail hadn't yet been built
there yet. Much of it was through park trails--some
without good surface, some on goat trails, some with
stream crossings on stones, some on streets, and much of it
not signed. A couple of times I had to search for a route
through parking lots.
My recollection is that the next year there were about four
of us who did it--Alan Rider, Jack, and probably someone
else -- but maybe not. I could be missing a year, because I
remember that Jack and I did some long runs together
without anyone else in 1982 and maybe 1983 (e.g., from
Paeonian Springs (22 miles) and Waterford--even stupider,
Joe would say -- 26 miles).
Joe Stowers (front) and other
Reston Runners at Christmas
Run 1992

Jack and I did the Waterford run in 1982, and Bill Fraize
and a couple of others (Alan?) joined us in 1983, as I
recall, again, in the rain--maybe Joe asked Zeus to punish
us for being so stupid. I ended up with a major tendonitis problem as a result, and had to
quit the Marine Marathon after 10 miles (the only race I never finished).
Over the next few years the annual Airport Run group grew slowly--a couple more each
year, until it got to be a whole van full by the late 1980s or early 1990s, when it became a
regular club run (over Joe's earlier reluctance), with a terminus at the Wiehle Avenue
park-and-ride lot. This cut out the last two miles to our house, which I thought made it
too wimpy, so I always finished the last two miles alone--with much difficulty, after a
long stop where everyone else had more sense to quit.
Meanwhile, the W&OD Trail got improved over the whole distance slowly, and the run
got significantly easier--signed, a little shorter, and less hilly through Arlington. Also, the
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first three or four miles to the start of the W&OD became a signed bike trail with some
pathway and surface improvements.
~~~~~
Joe Fleig (again, in reply to the other Joe)
I never said that Joe Stowers was stupid for doing an airport run. (I may have thought it,
but never said it!) And I never called on Zeus to screw up his run, but maybe just throw
in a little tendonitis! However, I continue to believe that many of us FORMER runners
(Joe S. included) are FORMER runners because we subscribed to the "more is better"
theory. In my case, it was running at noon and then playing tennis or basketball in the
evening.
~~~~~
Al Rider (replying to Joe Fleig)
I recall you saying Joe Stowers was stupid for
doing an airport run on October 4, 1985 at 6:13
p.m.! I hold the record for doing 'em; about 12
or 13.
~~~~~

Tom Smith, TonyPanizza, unknown and
Al Rider –DC Marathon, 1984

Jack Schmid

I can't remember a fourth person running with us in '82, although that doesn't rule out the
possibility at all. It might have been Bill Fraize. My recollection otherwise matches
yours. I can only add that I recall Joe and I struggling along while Alan expounded on
and on about the evils of big government, those lousy bureaucrats and how wonderful
Ronald Reagan was. It sure was entertaining, probably helped us keep going!
I remember the path hadn't been fully extended at that time, and we noticed that they
were just digging the path along Four Mile Run Drive near Shirlington. The going was
tough since it was basically all uphill, but again Alan continued to lecture us about
various subjects, never seeming to run out of hot air - I mean steam!
Joe Fleig is right about doing a run of that length two weeks before a marathon. It's
currently recommended that 20+ runs not be done less than three weeks before.
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Reflections
Jerry Bonnes
Resourcefulness is generally considered a good attribute. When I joined the Reston
Runners, it was with the self-centered idea that the club would be a good resource to help
me improve my race times. What I was to receive from my association over the years
seems now to have almost no relationship to my original goal. Sure, I still get advice and
tips from long time runners and recent recruits, but that is inconsequential to the bounty
of community Bunny and I have experienced.
Over the years I have spent endless miles running with the club. The thing that amazes
me the most is that during every run we seem to have great discussions and inevitably we
manage to solve the most difficult of the world’s problems only to get summoned back
the next week and run again to discuss repairing that which we took care of the week
before.
Surely we have run enough miles to come up with one or two solutions. Of course
President Bush runs quit a bit, and I'm sure he hasn't solved as much as he'd like to either.
I mention the discussions to get to the point that the club has been way beyond a
"resource" for me. It's true that I doubt I could have ever done any of my PRs without
them, but a wonderful benefit far more than any 3:10 marathon could convey occurred:
Life long friendships. Friends that have cheered with Bunny and me in easy times and
both pulled with us and were there for us in tough
times.
We have watched as friends have married and started
families. Others have had their children grow up and
move on. Some friends, such as Bill Van Antwerp,
watched their children grow up, but we're still waiting
for Bill to grow up--though we hope he never does.
The good times of socializing and traveling with
people who have become dear to us. Enjoying their
successes and even suffering with them with their
running injuries—well, maybe not feeling so bad
about them when ours slow us also and they run faster
than we do. That is the point, though, that we are able
to relate to our friends in the club on so many
different levels.

Jon Armao, Jerry Bonnes finish at

South Lakes VC
Support was what I was most expecting when Bunny
and I joined the club--the kind that would get me
through a marathon and hopefully my running goals. Support is what we have received-the kind that helps you through life when you need to make life-altering decisions.

Encouragement and concern when I was in the hospital that made me know I couldn’t let
down these friends who for some unknown reason really cared for Bunny and me.
Unsolicited support, like providing dinners for us to ease our burden while recovering
from my hospital stay.
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So, in the end, all we have to show from our 20-plus years with the Reston Runners is a
resource. A resource of true friends who just happen to run and walk together and
sometimes even get to know one another just a little better than I ever thought would
happen.
~~~~~
Brian T. Ward
I concur with many of Jerry's points. Although I've been absent from the club for a while
I still manage to see a few of you from time to time. So, I want to say thank you. I will
always value the friendships and memories. Years ago, especially through my divorce
and then remarriage, people were always there. You could always count on someone to
talk to. Life goes on and circumstances change, but friends are friends forever. Thanks
and best wishes to you all!
~~~~~
Lea Gallardo
In 1987 I broke my left foot on a Sunday morning run--at the intersection of South Lakes
and Sunrise Valley, to be precise. Of course, it was
Reston Runners, Joe Fleig and Dave Bobzien, who
went out of their way through D.C. traffic to get me to
my office while I was unable to drive.
When I joined Reston Runners, I was a single mother
of a ten-year-old. Suddenly, I had, not only a whole
group of friends for me, but an incredibly wholesome
atmosphere in which I could include my son.
Lea Gallardo, 1983

There was a group of us including Ed Haas (two
daughters), Karen Hunsaker (a son), Bill Norton (two sons), who spent a number of
holidays having sumptuous meals at Ed's house and playing our own versions of Trivial
Pursuit. The trick was to see if you could trip one of Norton's sons, who seemed to know
everything.
My first event was the Reston Runners Dogwood Run in April 1981. It was a freezing,
windy day, and only the real stud runners showed up...and me. We taped our numbers on
with masking taped wrapped around our bodies (of course this meant that I couldn't take
my sweatshirt off when it warmed up) and went off into the trails around Dogwood
School. This was my first time on the trails alone and it accounted for my being able to
finish, because I was too scared to stop.
I finished this race not only dead last, but dead last by many minutes. However, it got me
started, and I was never afraid to enter anything again because I knew you could finish
last and not die of embarrassment.
~~~~~
John Crone
I miss the old group. Probably nobody remembers me, but I used to join the old group
frequently back in the 1980-84 timeframe. I live in Atlanta now and have two daughters
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(13 and 18) that were born after moving here. I have joined in a couple times when back
visiting my family, which still lives in the area.
The old "usuals" I remember are Joe Fleig, Tom Conrad, Bill (tall), Al Rider, Ed Haas,
Jack Schmid, George Thigpen, Lea Gallardo, and others whose names escape me. I
remember Redskins general manager Bobby Beathard joining us on some long runs.
~~~~~
Jim Desrosiers
At the 24-hour relay either in 1984 or 1985, I was on a team with Bob Diday and a group
of military runners. Reston Runners had a strong team. Tom Voeller, Bill Norton and I all
ran our miles between 5 and 6 minutes. All of them were under 6. As the night wore on,
we edged closer and closer to that dreaded 6 minute mark, slowing at a rate of about 4
seconds per mile. Bill was the first to cross the threshold. I got to 5:56 and then
inexplicably started to improve and never did hit 6. I don't remember if Tom hit 6 or not,
but we were averaging about the same all day long. In the final run, my fastest mile was
my first, at 5:14... the next fastest was my last, my 24th in 5:19. All the rest were under
6, with the slowest being 5:56. Now if I could only put those miles together without the
55 minutes rest between them...
~~~~~
Bob Lambert
My first marathon was really on a dare. A coworker told me he was going down to do the
Marine Corps Marathon and asked if I would like to join him. I knew for a fact that he
ran less than I did. I did not tell my wife what I was up to. She thought I was volunteering
to help out at a race. Imagine her surprise when the club president had seen me at the
marathon and called the house to congratulate me and find out how I had done. Busted
again!!
Next year was my second Marine Corp Marathon. That one I even seriously trained for
and even told my family about it, but not so serious that I would stand under the banner
and get into the club picture. I ended up with about the
same time as my first one--way over four hours. So much
for training!!
At this point in time, the Triathlon came along and that
gave me a good excuse not to do the marathon ever again!
Why run 26 miles when you only have to run six? The
other stuff was easy as long as you did not let yourself get
too competitive.
I can still recall thrashing around in the water at the half
mile turn of the Triathlon and shouting to another Reston
Runner, why in the hell are we doing this anyway, so we do
not have to run so much? Every time I'm tempted to sign
up for a marathon, I go to bed with a six-pack of adult
beverage until the temptation leaves me.
Bob Lambert
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A few years ago on a Saturday morning run, we passed some soccer moms coming off
the fields at South Lakes High School. I overheard one under-30 mom say to the others,
"Look at those OLD PEOPLE running."
It’s not such a bad thing that I got started running, and still do. The good news is that
running is still a big part of my life and I will always do it as along as it is fun, and with
the Reston Runners, it is fun! By the way, my kids still run to this day, even in their
thirties.
~~~~~
Tom Conrad
When the children lost interest in the running program, Joe transformed it into the
informal group of Reston Runners, which he also led. Once we got formal and
incorporated, Joe became the president, working leader, and a benevolent dictator. When
he stepped aside after more than a decade as the leader, all the members of Reston
Runners were most appreciative of the marvelous start that Joe gave the group.
I have always thought of Joe as my running
mentor, through his tips, encouragement, and
general approach. Examples of this are stretching
before and after a run; stopping to drink water at
every water stop along the racecourse; and not
taking things too seriously--enjoy the running and
keep it fun. Unfortunately, I carried my running
beyond what my knees were able to withstand,
and can no longer run (kind of like what Joe did to
himself).
During the 1978-81 period, the Reston Runners
had zip code races, where teams were made up of
runners from their respective zip codes. The race
started on the W&OD Trail east of Van Buren
Street in Herndon, went through all four zip codes
Pat and Tom Conrad running
in the area, and finished at the Pony Barn (now a
along C&O canal..
picnic area) on Steeplechase Drive in Hunters
Woods. Prizes were given for the zip code teams with the most participants and the
fastest average time. Zip Code 22171 was a frequent winner, because both the Conrad
and Fleig families lived in that zip code, and we each had children participating.
The first Reston Runners-sponsored race also was my first 10k race. The race started and
finished at South Lakes High School, and the entire course was on pathways. My running
companions were my 14-year-old daughter and 9-year old son, and we completed the
race in a little more than 60 minutes. It was a beautiful June morning, and all three of us
were thrilled to complete our first race.
Typically, Saturday morning runs had 10 or so participants. However, on one snowy
Saturday morning, only four of us showed up: Dave Bobzien, Joe Fleig, and Tom and
Bart Conrad. We met at the Hunters Woods Pool and ran the pathways and Glade
Drive/Triple Crown loop. On the pathways, ours were the only footprints in the two
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inches of new snow, which also clung to the trees. This was one of my most beautiful
and memorable runs.
In 1980, with trepidation, I joined the masochistic runners who met on Sunday mornings
for the 10-mile run. Back in those days, the group ran together. After several miles, it
became clear that I could not keep up with the “animals.” Shirley Christman slowed
down to my pace, and she pulled me through this long long run. The run was exhausting
for this distance running novice, although I was thrilled to have finished such a long
distance. Afterwards, I went home, lay down on the couch, and slept.
From the early 1980s to the early 1990s, I was responsible for water for the annual
Memorial Day 10k race and for numerous Fritzbe’s 10k’s, including the race where there
were no port-a-potties. Water duty was fun on the warm weather Memorial Day races,
because we sprayed runners with water as well as giving drinking water.
~~~~~
Will Fraize
Running became a part of my until-then-sedentary life in July of 1977. I started from
zero! No exercising for the sake of exercising!--That was my motto until a friend and coworker introduced me to Dr. Kenneth Cooper's
Aerobics--a paperback book extolling the benefits
of aerobic exercise and presenting a system of
graphs and equations to enable you to calculate your
"aerobic points," whether you were running,
walking, biking, or swimming. Now that really
appealed to the engineer in me!
It all started in 1977 when I realized, as I coached
my son's soccer team, that I had far less endurance
for aerobic activity (i.e., chasing the ball around a
small field) than the 8-10 year olds I was coaching.
Will Fraize (left), Jon Armao, and Bob
My good friend, Nate, had started running and
Lambert on a New Years Day Run
given it up as "not a benign activity" because of the
pain it gave to his knees; he shifted to a vigorous walking program but maintained his
enthusiasm for aerobic activity and encouraged me to think about it. Finally, my boss at
the time, Ed, forced me into a sports store as we were returning from lunch in early July
1977 to buy a pair of Adidas "sneakers" as my first running shoes--boy, were they heavy,
but I didn't know it at the time.
I started slowly and for very short distances--just a few blocks at a time initially. What a
thrill when I finally broke a sweat and was able to sustain a constant running pace for 1/2
mile--my first exposure to aerobic activity. The body was indeed an engine, able to burn
fuel (calories) at a sustainable rate--a phenomenon I had never experienced in my 41
years. I slowly increased my run lengths, not reaching 4 miles until I had been running
(nearly every day) for five months. After 10 months, I finally ran my first 10-miler: The
Herndon 10-Mile Race of 1978 (finishing in a time of 88:55; over the next three years,
my Herndon 10-Miler time dropped steadily so that by 1981, I achieved a burning
74:12!). Thereafter, as I ran 10 miles on my own (I had not yet found the Reston
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Runners), I would find myself getting chilled and covered with goose-flesh as I neared
the end of the 10 miles; I didn't know it at the time, but I was, of course, running
dehydrated and in some danger.
Shortly after I reached the 10-mile plateau in 1978, I learned of the Reston Runners and
started running with them on the weekend runs. My first recollection of the original
Reston Runners was as a group of five or so running along Sunrise Valley Drive in the
direction opposite to mine. How I went from that "across the road" encounter to showing
up on a Sunday morning (and, eventually, paying dues), I can't recall. I suspect there was
a notice in the Reston Times that helped pave the way. There I learned how to run and
hydrate myself safely. What a great resource that Club was then, and it remains so today.
My obsession with aerobic points, as defined and promoted by Ken Cooper, continued
for two years. I dutifully recorded my aerobic points earned to three significant digits: a
good week was worth about 160 points, and corresponded to about 28 miles for the week
at a pace of about 8:10 per mile. I'm over that now. Instead, I've shifted to my latest
obsession: GPS measurement devices.
Among my old records, I discovered listings of race results for three early races: The
"Times 10" races in 1981 and 1982 and the Fritzbe 10K for 1981. The tables will be
included with this history (perhaps in an appendix) for the record and as a way to trigger
memories of runners long forgotten.
The Reston Runners logo--the male and female stick figures
running--appears on the earliest piece of Reston Runners
paper I have: the printed certificate given to every finisher of
the Times 10 race on May 25, 1981. In this original version
of the logo, the figures are shown more vertically upright, as
though they were jogging slowly. At some point, the figures
in the logo were turned forward slightly, at least in some
renderings as in the logo at the top our home page, so they
appear to be in a running posture. At the Old-timers' reunion
on Jan 12th, Jack Schmid's creation of our logo was assigned
a 1983 date. It looks as though it was actually created as early
as 1981.
Some of the earlier Reston Runner experiences that stand out
in my mind are:
Will Fraize’s Times-10 Race
Certificate, 1981, showing the
original RR Logo

•

running with Bobby Beathard (when I was feeling
strong!) and enjoying his wife’s recipe for brownies
(which we still have in our family cookbook);

•

running the 25-mile Waterford-to-Reston training run with Joe Stowers, Jack
Schmid, and Al Rider in 1983 (Yes, Joe, Al was the 4th member of that run
adventure) and hearing, when we were between Leesburg and Ashburn—
seemingly miles from civilization, what sounded like the feared (by me, at least)
“packs of wild dogs” Jack Schmid had warned about (they never bothered us, as it
turned out)
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•

traveling with other Reston Runners to Lynchburg (sometimes using my 15passenger commuter van) to run the famed Lynchburg 10-miler (with its infamous
uphill finish) every year from 1982 through 1985

•

informally racing with Tom Lawrence (the tall fellow with the pronounced
southern accent, originally from Alabama, I believe, who broke his Achille’s
tendon playing basketball) during a Sunday morning training run to a photo finish
that gave me my only sub-70 10-miler (all unofficial, of course).
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Reston Runners at 25 years
Perspective from a Child
Bill Van Antwerp
Well as I begin planning and packing for my trip to California to do a 4-day run I can’t
help but think I am missing the annual meeting and the 25-year celebration of the Reston
Runners. As I think of all the time spent with various club members for the last 22 or so
years many great memories and one word comes to mind.
The one word is FAMILY. Webster’s New Idea Dictionary defines a family as a social
Group of parents and
children.
PARENTS
I think there are a few parents
in the club like the board,
past presidents, past board
members and some of the
volunteers who come out of
the woodwork to do what
ever is needed. At least these
people attempt to be parents.
They create the glue that
holds the club together under
Neil Knoll,, Bill Van Antwerp, Tom Conrad, Marj Lane enjoy a
one large household with
post-run breakfast at La Madeleine's
many roofs. Some of them do
a very good job trying to hide behind mature acts and attempts to maintain control like
giving course instructions before a run. From the eyes of a child they don’t have all the
answers but they do provide security whether we know it or not. For that as a child I am
very grateful.
CHILDREN
The club is made up primarily of children, who want to run around, walk through the
woods, party, socialize, discuss the world problems, or pick on each other. Other childish
acts include:
• Always wanting to beat that person next to you
• Failing to slow down while running in-group even if it hurts
• Believing your 10K or Marathon time can always be faster
• Thinking you have never trained enough
• Ignoring that pain thinking it will go away without rest
• Playing head games with others before a race or just to for the fun of messing
with their mind
• Playing with fire in an open field during a thunderstorm just to cook a few
hamburgers
• Giving course instructions and then not following them yourself
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talking during announcements
Trying to convince others to do acts of courage, which they would never consider
on their own (JFK, running off road)
Meeting a friend before 6:00 AM to run away from home
Staying up all night hanging out at the high school
Not taking your dirty shoes off before you enter Marj or Connie’s place for food
Failing to understand that rules are not made just so you can break them
Packing as many people as you can in car or van to do something away from
home
Borrowing money to eat since you left your money at home
Interrupting others in the middle of their conversation just to get a word in
edgewise
Speaking loudly at breakfast trying to be heard over others
Moving furniture around in the cafeteria just to sit near a friend

Ok there is a lot here but there is probably a lot more. I am sure you can put names to all
of these childish acts. I have been accused of all of the above but remember it wasn’t me
it was Neil, Joe, Jim, Joan, Anna, Tom or all those other people. It wasn’t my fault they
did it, really.
MEMORIES
As for memories here is a list of things that pop into my mind. I know there are a lot
more but my attention span was lagging so I cut it off.
• Not paying my dues for the first two years I ran with the club. It may have had
something to do with the fact I got lost on most runs for two years.
• Terry Troxell convincing me to train for and run the Marine Corp Marathon then
getting sick but showing up to follow me on his bike as I do a 4:41. I think that
was 78 0r 79.
• Terry Troxell for showing me the ropes on a bike so I could do the Reston
Triathlon. Funny Terry won’t ride with me any more. By they way, Terry, our
rototiller is still in my shed but I broke the pull cord last fall.
• Tom Voeller- making a contest out of everything he and I did. Including the
Reston Triathlon, which I have done 19 times. The score is – Bill 11, Tom 8 I
think. Tom has done 20.
• Bunny Bonnes keeping track of my oldest son when he was 11-12 as I qualified
for Boston with a 2:49:50 at the Marine Corps Marathon. Bunny and Bill were
nervous wrecks when I finally finished, as the qualifying time back then was 2:50.
Thanks for caring so much?
• Having two of my kids complete the Reston Triathlon and seeing all of them
working an aid station or water stop at one time or another.
• Loaning my bike to Bart Conrad in the first Reston Triathlon as he broke his
before the start.
• Winning the 24-hour relay in Maryland even though we had 9 Reston Runners
instead of 10. I remember slowing a little around 1:00 in the morning only to get
recharged as soon as the rain filled up the first lane of the track. Splash, splash.
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•

Thinking Tony Panniza believes I am faster than him. He left for a few years and
came back taking up where we left off. I know him as “The tough guy”
Remembering Bill (the Coach) Hass and all those days running at lunchtime. We
would get a hold of the new young punks that showed up and take turns running
them into the ground. Also being with him on the winning masters team for the
Corp Cup relays. Oh I can’t count all those days we did track work outs on a pace
Bill decided we needed to do.
Seeing Jerry Bonnes running in Herndon. It was good to see I wasn’t the only one
living on that side of the track
Riding my bike to work with Ed Haas the summer I trained to do my first
Ironman. It was only 60 or so miles round trip. We rode mountain bikes and loved
beating up the road bikers on the way home.
Getting a traffic ticket on my bike for running a light at 6:30 on a Sunday morning
in Loudoun County. It was Jim Desroiser and Bob’s fault. I actually stopped but
didn’t put my foot down. They flat our ran the light so the cop gave out three
tickets.
Watching Tom Voeller loose his shoe in the mud on our annual Thanksgiving
Day run. He is definitely a dirt guy and can run down a cliff faster than any
human being I know.
Buying the wet suit Joe Fleig had ordered from Dixon Hemphill’s running store
before he got there to pick it up. It was nice to know my size was in stock. Thanks
to Joe.
Crewing for Anna, Mike, Jim, and Chuck for the JFK-50. I had my 12-year-old
daughter with me so I couldn’t enter at the last minute and run it because she
couldn’t drive my car. I got religion and have run 5 in a row since then.
Helping Jim Nagel take an engine out of his car. He’s got way more stuff in his
garage than I do in mine. Like me I think he enjoys using brute force on things.
Having my kids baby sit for various Reston Runners so they could go out and
play.
Helping a friend of Neil and Katherine’s move to Adams Morgan in DC. How did
we get that furniture up one lousy elevator?
Missing the trail marking on the Thanksgiving Day run because Bill Norton’s son
marked it the night before and it snowed.
Carrying race numbers for Dixon Hemphill and Jerry Bonnes in the Reston Tri.
They were recovering from an accident and surgery. They may have lost their
streaks but their names in results haven’t. (Just kidding Bunny)
Running with Terry and Mike Velesz when they first met and hearing them talk
about how tough it is dating. Little did I know I would be best man in their
wedding. Also drinking Martinis with Chuck in the reception line since we all
looked like James Bond. Needless to say later came sunglasses and the blues
Blues Brothers.
Getting bitten by chiggers in Lake Anne on one of Joe Stowers Sunday night
training swims.
Having Dave Bobzein’s wife teach math to 3 of my 4 kids. I think she is still
wondering how one of them ever got out of high school.
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Knowing no matter what I do I will never top all that stuff Tom Conrad has done.
He is my hero.
Listening to Joe Stowers spout off the History of Reston. So what if he is a bloody
liberal.
Seeing Randy Skovrinski as head security for the Cherry Blossom 10 miler. Boy
that was scary. I had no problem getting in the front group though.
Beating Paul Zink in two marathons. No, I will never ever race him in a mile.
Getting stung in the back of my mouth on one of the Saturday runs. The protein
was good. The adrenaline of the chase, since I was with the fast guys, fought off
any bad reaction.
Getting my first ribbon from a race when I completed the Rod Steele Memorial
Run.
Finding out there were no porta jons for the 1,000 people running the Fritzbe’s
10K. There were however great alcoholic libations at the end of this race
Running Sub 2:10 for 20 miles with Jesse Bowman in a training run two weeks
before the Marine Marathon. Jesse is now the Commander for Fairfax County
Police in charge of traffic. I hope he remembers me as I speed down the Parkway.
Running up behind Ecris in a deep snow on the W&O trail. This was my first
encounter with her and it was at least 15 years ago. Little did I know many more
would follow.
Thinking I broke 3:30 in my second Marine Corps Marathon only to find out the
marine on Haines point sent us through the parking lot instead of around the
point.
Having grand children before Neil Medoff and being able to rub it in.
Learning from Russ Evans how to really take care of the home front and still do
all those long runs in the mountains.
Listening to tons of hogwash from Al knowing something in there makes sense, it
is important and you can use it. All you need to do is listen closely and do a little
sorting.
Finally figuring out who anonymous is and knowing you knew it all the time.
How long will he continue to wear his wife’s underwear?
Knowing that you are accepted even though you are different or is it that everyone
else is different- what ever!
Adding birthdays but failing to grow up.
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Reston Runners Time Line
Various memories of past years collected during the 12 January 2003 Old-Timers party.
Pre-1972
•

5 mile runs on Saturday afternoons -- Joe Fleig, Dick Jamborsky, Rod
Steele, Brian Forst

•

DC Road Runners Club suggested a children’s running program

•

Rod Steele president and Joe Fleig treasurer of DC RCC. Joe also in
charge of beer. (or was this 1974?)

•

Rod Steele died in plane crash

•

Tom Conrad’s kids started running
in RR children's program

•

Met at Herndon Intermediate School
for runs

•

Children’s running program (pseudo
RR) -- RYAA -- 6 weeks spring, 6
weeks fall

•

Sunday a.m. marathon training runs
began -- first Sunday in June

•

Schedule for runs started

•

First women join?

•

"Reston Runners" name starts being used

•

Dick Jamborsky laid out very difficult Thanksgiving Day cross country
course

•

Newsletter began -- primarily to distribute run schedule

1973

1974

1975

1977
Dave Bobzien and Joe Fleig
running(actually, “floating”) in
1979.

1978
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1979
•

Reston Times 10k Race in South Reston
•

Steve Clapp article in Washington Post on RR children’s program

•

Bridges built along and over W&OD trail

•

Many early courses laid out and measured by Ed Hass

•

Jack Schmid’s story -- Jillian Sesco (tight buns)

•

Difficult Run Difficult Run born

•

Reston Runners joins RRCA

•

25 members

•

Charter meeting Sept. 1 -- 10 people -- Joe
Fleig, Ed Hass -- SLHS parking

•

Herndon 10 Miler -- 2 people died because of
heat and lots of screw ups

•

Bonnie Belle 10k in DC -- 4 women over 50!
Wow!

•

Joe O’Gorman was a skinny guy

1980

1981
•

Anna Bradford graduates from high school (a
benchmark for adding prespective to the Club’s
long history)

•

Fritzbe’s race starts -- breakfast afterwards in
Fritzbe’s

•

Lee Gallardo joins 2/81 -- became first treasurer
(for 6 years)

•

Greg Meyer set a world best for 10 miles on Ed
Hass’s measured course. TAC official from New
Your verifies measurement (6 feet different from
Ed’s)

•

First National Airport run -- Joe Stowers

•

Reston Runners square dance
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The page from Ed Hass’ running
log that records the charter
meeting of the Reston Runners –
Sept. 1, 1980

Ed Hass and his “original”
course measuring system

1982
•

Tony Panizza joins

•

Women’s Distance Festival 5 miler at
Sunrise Valley Elementary School -Stephanie Shipp wins (?)

•

Tom Conrad almost beat Dixon Hemphill (2
seconds behind) in Fairfax (?)

•

Al Rider, Jack Schmid, Joe Stowers do
National Airport run

Thursday night run November 1983;
Lea Gallardo, Dianna Darnell, John
Morgan, Tom Conrad & Ed Hass

•

Thursday night runs from Lea’s house, then
6:15 from parking lot at Tom’s office

•

Lea refers to Joe Fleig as the “sexy Joe Fleig” at the post-Marine-CorpsMarathon party at Lea’s

•

James Johnson starts running
with RRs

•

Jack Schmid designs Reston
Runners logo

•

First RR T-shirt?

•

Reston won “runners’ city of
the year” at Lynchburg 10
miler

1983

Tom Brown, Ed Senft, Will Fraize, Bill Norton, Joe Fleig,
Jerry Bonnes, and Jay Rubin on a long marathon training
run in the fall of 1983 (photo credit: The Washington
Post)

•

Annual meetings of RRs starts
at Glade Pool (?)

•

1st Difficult Run Difficult Run

•

50 marathons per year man visits to
run with us on a pre-marathon run

•

When did the woman who did the 1st
Boston Marathon Marathon visit?

•

Will Fraize introduces Ecris Williams
to RR

•

In February Norm Happ suggested the
first Reston Triathlon -- Ed Hass
pushed it

1984

Reston runners at MCM 1984.
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1985
•

Suzanne Hunt (Scoggins)
joins RRs -- college track
star and future Reston
Triathlon star

•

Joe Fleig hands over the
reins as Club president

•

Randy Skovrinski becomes
president

•

Neil Knolle comes to RR
Tony Panizza, Gary Moore, and Al Rider
1985 Boston Marathon

1986
•

Fritzbe’s -- 1200 runners and no portajohns

•

Saturday morning breakfasts -- Lea Gallardo and Jerry Robinson at
McDonald’s

•

RR Decals for cars initiated

•

Jerry Bonnes in
drag (Bunny’s
bikini with
coconuts)

•

W&OD completed
to Ashburn

•

Ecris volunteers to
Reston Runners at MCM 1987
drive to a race –
observed by a
startled and suddenly awakened passenger, Bill Norton, to be traveling
115 mph

1987

1989
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Board Members 1981-1995
from Reston Runners Newsletter, Vol. XVI No. II April 1995

1981
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joe Fleig
Rob Wesson
Gillian Secoe
Bill Norton

1982
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joe Fleig
Rob Wesson
Charlotte Graves
Lea Gallardo

1983
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joe Fleig
Rob Wesson
Caroline Montague
Lea Gallardo

1984
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joe Fleig
Gale Cordell
Caroline Boone
Lea Gallardo

1985
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joe Fleig
Gale Cordell
Dee Cascio
Lea Gallardo

1986
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Knapp

Randy Skovrinski
Gale Cordell
Karen Hunsaker
Lea Gallardo/Ken

1987
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Karen Hunsaker
Jerry Robinson
Marjorie Land
Ken Knapp

1988
President
Vice President
Secretary

Walt Diewald
Jerry Robinson
Linda Robb
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Treasurer

Ken Knapp

1989
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Walt Diewald
Tom Voeller
Linda Robb
Ken Knapp

1990
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joyce Rankin
Tom Voeller
Sam Robey
Ken Knapp

1991
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Joyce Rankin
Tom Voeller
Sam Robey
Ken Knapp

1992
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Tom Voeller
Bill Norton
Sam Robey
Ken Knapp

1993
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Tom Voeller
Bill Norton
James Johnson
Ken Knapp

1994
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Tom Voeller
Bill Norton
James Johnson
Ken Knapp

1995
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Tom Voeller
Neil Knolle
James Johnson
Ken Knapp

The Beginning of the Reston Runners
The Reston Runners started as a young people’s running program, undertaken as
an activity of the DC Road Runners in 1973. Rod Steele was the DCRRC President and
had lived in Reston. The youth running program continued for three to four years and
then evolved into a group of adults doing long Sunday runs in preparation for marathons.
The club’s first race was the Instant Replay 10K, on June 17, 1979. The Reston Runners
was formally organized and joined the RRCA in September, 1980.
1981-1985 – Joe Fleig
Joe was the DCRRC Treasurer when the youth running program began in 1973.
Elected as the first club president, Joe faced the challenge of organizing the club, building
membership, maintaining a schedule which served the full range of members’ interests,
and getting a volunteer base that was both competent and diverse. While Joe was
president, the club provided an opportunity for people to develop as runners; gained
credibility as a club which conducted first class events, making “Reston Runners”
synonymous with quality; and became a nucleus of the Reston Triathlon. Joe remained
club president until 1985. Chronic knee problems have made him stop running, but Joe
walks, bikes, and swims frequently and continues to be involved with the Reston
Triathlon.
1986 – Randy Skovrinski
Randy was a relative newcomer to the Reston Runners when he stepped up to be
president of the club in 1986. In addition to getting more people involved in club
activities, such as the club newsletter, Randy was involved in developing the club decal,
the Breakfast Club, and purchasing new finish line equipment. Randy continues to run
with the club and has his own independent race directing business.
1987 – Karen Hunsaker
One of Karen’s biggest challenges was developing a systematic way to organize
races. While club president, the Reston Runners generated $2000 from Memorial Day
races for Reston drug awareness programs, and started the woman’s running clinic prior
to the women’s race. Karen now lives and runs in California.
1988-1989 – Walt Diewald
In addition to maintaining the high standards and quality activities established by
the preceding presidents, Walt also upgraded certain aspects of the weekly runs, the club
races, and the newsletter. Walt also served as the race director of the Memorial Day 10K
race, which raises money by the Reston Runners for Reston charities. Walt runs and
bikes with the Reston Clubs.
1990-1991 – Joyce Rankin
Joyce initiated the Fourth of July, Cop’s and Kids Run with the Reston police, and
helped strengthen club communication by adding a Reston Runner HOTLINE (437FOOT). Besides adding a Children’s running program that received funding from
NIKE/RRCA, she worked for two years spearheading a committee compiling a Runner’s
Guide to Reston. Joyce continues to run as one of the top female masters.

1992 – Tom Voeller
Tom became president after completing three years as the club vice president.
After serving as the race director for the thirteenth and final Fritzbe’s 10K, he helped
recruit Clyde’s of Reston as the sponsor for the Reston Runners 1995 fall 10K race. He
is also a member of the committee that initiated the Embry Rucker Run for the Homeless
Shelter in Reston. Tom trains insufficiently enough to participate in every annual Reston
Triathlon.
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